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11AM – 2PM 
Registration from 10.30am and light networking lunch to conclude



Owner and Managing Director of Meaghers Pharmacy Group. A qualified 
pharmacist, Oonagh was in her late 20s when she bought the landmark Meagher’s 
Pharmacy on Dublin’s Baggot Street from Pierce Meagher in 2001. She has since 
gone on to grow the business to nine pharmacies in Dublin and a thriving online 
store serving customers in 70 countries all over the world. Oonagh now employs 
150 people with further growth planned. Meagher’s has been named as a Deloitte 
Best Managed Irish Company for the past seven years and has been awarded 
Platinum Status these past two years. The Meaghers Pharmacy Group have 
represented Ireland in the European Business Awards and collected the two top 
business awards at the Irish Pharmacy News awards ceremony. Oonagh herself 
has picked up many business awards, most recently being named Irish Tatler 
Businesswoman of the Year 2022 and is keen to promote and champion other Irish 
female business entrepreneurs grow and scale their businesses.

An elite performance coach, Enda specialises in Performance, Leadership, Mental 
toughness and Culture. With 25 years of experience coaching elite performance in 
areas such as sport, business, politics and performance arts, Enda is the CEO and 
founder of McNulty, a high-growth training and development organization. 

On top of extensive experience in elite sport, Enda has more than 15 years of 
experience coaching, mentoring and facilitating enhanced performance in the 
business world. In working with high-level executives in some of the leading 
companies around the world, such as Microsoft, Facebook, Intel and Amazon,  
Enda has gained invaluable experience with a diverse range of industries,  
cultures and leaders.

Enda is the author of two bestselling books, Commit! and the sequel 
Commit2Lead! In the follow-up to his 2017 bestseller, Commit!, Enda shows how 
everyone can and must take up the challenge: to become the leader your family, 
your community, your organisation and your planet needs.

Founder & CEO of EVAD Technology Group. David is an accomplished 
entrepreneur and highly skilled IT Engineer who has made significant strides 
in the technology industry. In 2008, alongside his wife, Clare, he founded 
EVAD, a family business that has since become one of the leading Global 
Business Technology Services providers in Ireland, UK, and the EU, and was 
recently recognised as one of the fastest-growing technology firms in Ireland 
by Deloitte Technology Fast 50 Awards.

Now a 100+ strong team operating from offices in Dublin, Galway and London, 
EVAD celebrates 15 years in business in 2023 and serves an extensive clientele 
with a wide range of state-of-the-art services including IT Managed Services, 
IT Procurement, IT Contract Resourcing and IT Financing.
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Our host and MC for the event will be “guru of global philanthropy”, renowned 
expert networker and CEO of The Networking Institute, Kingsley Aikins, who 
believes strongly in the power of networking and has developed a methodology 
that shows professional business people how to survive and thrive by building 
strong and diverse networks. 

Born and brought up in Dublin, Kingsley has had an extensive career of working 
in Trade Promotion, Philanthropy and Diaspora Engagement. Having lived 
and worked in six different countries, Kingsley became passionate about the 
importance of networking and his mission to this day is to teach networking skills 
that schools, colleges and companies simply do not. Kingsley has been published 
extensively for his insights and has spoken at events such as TEDx. He was 
awarded a CBE for his work on British Irish relations and is also involved in many 
other nonprofit bodies.

A man on a mission to change how we think about business, about leading, and 
about our relationship with work. As co-founder of Caselden Consulting, Jeff has 
worked with clients ranging from high performing, hyperscaling organisations 
generating billions in revenue, to small scrappy startups striving to bring their 
ambitions to fruition. 

Jeff served nearly 18 years with Amazon.com, the majority spent operating one of 
the largest Search systems in the world. After later growing Amazon Ireland to one 
of the company’s largest tech hubs as Site GM, he’s since coached and mentored 
other multinational leaders and entrepreneurs to successfully achieve their own 
ambitions. His clients include companies such as Intercom, Klarna, PayPal Zettle, 
IDA Ireland, Enterprise Ireland, and the Irish Management Institute, to name but 
a few. Jeff is passionate about the evolution of organisations, all things talent, and 
systems thinking & design. His latest work explores the intersection of people, 
technology and work, with an aim to help leaders & organisations evolve for a 
future that unleashes greater human potential.
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Following the success of last year’s event and the overwhelming demand to make it 
an annual occurrence, we are thrilled to announce the line-up for this year’s headlining 
business event brought to you by FPM and The Dublin Network.

Prepare to be inspired as we present a rare opportunity to hear world-class insights 
from renowned leaders of business and sport. We have curated an exceptional lineup of 
speakers that will leave you motivated and full of new ideas.

Register your place. Mark your calendars. This is an event you do not want to miss!

JOIN US FOR THE 
RETURN OF THE WIDELY 
ANTICIPATED DUBLIN 
LEADERSHIP SUMMIT 2023.



WHAT HAVE PREVIOUS ATTENDEES SAID 
ABOUT THIS EVENT?

PRE-REGISTRATION ESSENTIAL

REGISTER NOW*
SCAN THE QR CODE TO REGISTER. 
HURRY, PLACES ARE LIMITED AND EXPECTED TO GO FAST.
*FOC event. Tickets have been 100% subsidised by the event partners. SC
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Childhood illness changes everything for a family. The Ronald 
McDonald House provides a home and support to families when caring 
for their seriously ill child in hospital on a long-term basis. They strive 
to alleviate the practical, financial and emotional burdens placed on 
parents’ shoulders to allow them to spend as much quality time with 
their sick child and to focus on what really matters – FAMILY.

NOMINATED CHARITY

“Plenty of insights from industry mavericks, 
entrepreneurs and an elite sports star, all 
excellent speakers sharing their experiences 
and learnt wisdom.”

Beautifully organized event - 
seamless from start to finish. Inspiring 
conversations - I’ll be coming back for 
the next #DublinLeadershipSummit!”

“Great vibe with a packed room and lots 
of intriguing insights from our speakers. 
A big thanks for putting it all together.”

“Renowned business strategists + 
leaders showing the overlap in  
mindset between sport + business.”

“Incredible experience and insights 
from the speakers about what is 
needed from our leaders today.”

“Renowned business strategists 
+ leaders showing the overlap in 
mindset between sport + business.”

“An absolutely fantastic event with  
a stellar line up of speakers.” 

“This was an excellent opportunity to 
hear real life experiences from genuine 
leaders in their respective fields - a 
rewarding morning and time well spent 
amongst top industry Leaders!”
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